OHIO PTA STANDARDS OF AFFILIATION (SOA)
POLICY AND DOCUMENTATION

Ohio PTA has introduced the Standards of Affiliation for Councils and Units. As a parallel, Ohio PTA is accountable to National PTA and must be compliant with the National PTA Standards of Affiliation (SOA).

Many of the required indicators that Councils and Units are asked to provide in the Standards of Affiliation are what PTAs are currently doing already. The Standards will assist in aligning with the Mission and Values of PTA, maintaining good business practices, and following federal laws for 501(c)3 organizations.

The required indicators requested and the dates they are due are shown on the SOA checklist sheet. Each of the required indicators will help support and facilitate a productive and smooth-running PTA.

Contact your Region Advisor for assistance or Vice President of Field Service if you do not have a Region Advisor.

Please take note of the following when submitting the required indicators listed on the checklist:

1. Include Region #, i.e., Region 1, Region 3, etc.

2. The preferred method of submission for the required indicators is sending electronically to your Region Advisor or utilizing Memberhub as noted.